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Planning research

research workshops
research guides
1-on-1 consultation
data management service
subject specialist help
literature search

Preserving research
provision of data analysis tools
research tools workshops
digital collections
citation management support
data citation support

Undertaking research

writing & presentation workshops
academic publishing support
copyright advice & support
open access publishing support
impact measures support
author identity management support
digital publishing

Publishing research

researcher profiles
institutional repository/portal
open access support
citation search service

Research cycle - partnership 



ScienceDirect supports all stages of research and learning
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6600+ Book Series 
(Serials)

35 000 + eBooks 
(Monographs)

200+ Major Reference 
Works

280+ Textbooks | 5 Key 
Subject Areas

700+ Hybrid eBooks 
function as textbooks

Journals 
(Review Journals)

Journals (Primary research)

Comprehensive, foundational introduction to a discipline; Encyclopedias

Engineering & Computing, Life and Biological Sciences, 
Medical Sciences , Physical Sciences , Social Sciences  

Journals
2.700+

Books
44.000+

In-depth explorations of 
recent developments in a 

field
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Cover an In-depth body of  knowledge over 
multitude subject areas

Relevance of information over time

At a higher level than pure textbooks and ideal for graduates 
or post-docs as well as early career and interdisciplinary 

researchers

Text/Reference Hybrids

Předvádějící
Poznámky prezentace
ScienceDirect supports all stages of learning and research from foundational knowledge that students need to advanced searches done by scientists. You can find different types of content on SD starting from Major Reference Works known as encyclopedias (they are collections of most cited and most frequently read scientific articles with comments made by specialists in a specific subject area) through textbooks, hybrid ebooks (this could be for example monographs that can also serve as textbooks), collections of monographs (these are divided by subject areas and by year of publishing) or book series which are quite similar to journals – but they gather chapters, not articles. The total number of ebooks on Science Direct is close to 44 thousand and it is growing every year of about 1.300 new titles. Finally, the top of learning pyramid constitute review and scientific articles which are touching the latest trends and findings in scientific society. All full text content is peer-reviewed and trusted Apart from journals and books ScienceDirect stores many different types of content including: video articles, conference papers, erratas, correspondences, notes etc.



ScienceDirect is designed to meet the evolving needs 
of interdisciplinary research

Source: TechValidate survey TVID: 
39C-DC2-A29 & 9D4-230-2AD

6,3 million books and 
journals were used together 

on ScienceDirect in the same 
research session in 2019

…that is more than 
528,000 times per month

78%

90%

often do interdisciplinary 
research

of surveyed users agree that 
in their work they benefit 

from using books and 
journals in the same search

Předvádějící
Poznámky prezentace
ScienceDirect is designed to meet the evolving needs of interdisciplinary research. Today’s researchers have broad, multidisciplinary workflows. To connect the dots and see the big picture, they need access to reliable interdisciplinary research using a wide range of content types. With co-usage we can clearly see the path of researchers, moving across subject areas and across content types. ScienceDirect is uniquely positioned to provide seamless access across content and topics to answer user needs. Researchers’ behaviour demonstrates the need for interdisciplinary research is more prevalent than everResearchers use reference books and journals in conjunction to get the full picture of a subjectUsers are only getting part of the answer if they only have access to journal content SD is uniquely positioned to offer seamless access to both

https://www.techvalidate.com/tvid/9D4-230-2AD


ScienceDirect is designed to meet the evolving needs 
of interdisciplinary research

Source: knime.business-analytics.tio.systems

45% of ScienceDirect 
users in Czechia use 
books and jounals 
during the same session

Předvádějící
Poznámky prezentace
Usage and analysis has shown that books enhance the value of journals and users get a bigger return on investment when they have access to both.The average co-usage in the world is 30% with 45% co-users Czech end users how important for them is to be able to access different types of content at the same time.
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Topic Pages – the Game Changer

Předvádějící
Poznámky prezentace
By applying natural language processing and AI techniques to published content they surface the most relevant snippets of information from Reference Books in succinct, summarized pages. They are discoverable through search engines, hyperlinked from key terms in journals and book chapters, as well as being directly searchable on ScienceDirect.ScienceDirect Topics:Are free to access through ScienceDirectOffer hundreds of thousands of comprehensive and topical web pagesGive definitions and related terms for each conceptProvide snippets of high-quality, relevant, peer-reviewed contentAre highly discoverable through search enginesInclude content enriched with hyperlinks to other topics of interestAre linked to from journal articles and book chapters across ScienceDirectAre available across all scientific disciplines on ScienceDirect



New to the topic? Cross-check the definitions and concepts

https://www.elsevier.com/solutions/sciencedirect/topics

Předvádějící
Poznámky prezentace
Researchers at every stage of their scientific careers encounter unknown terms and concepts and require background and contextual knowledge to progress. But finding one’s path through a literature search can be overwhelming. It is easy to be caught up in siloed information, untrusted sources and site hopping just to explore a single unknown idea or topic.That is why we created ScienceDirect Topics. Our free topic pages provide readers with a comprehensive database of reliable background and contextual knowledge making it easy to get up to speed with new and unfamiliar concepts. They connect you to summarized knowledge and act as a discovery tool for further trusted reading, making this the ideal environment for intuitive learning and for sparking your creativity.Scopus Content



Elsevier Book Citation Impact - Global

Scopus data, 2015-19 publications measured

2.5 relative 
citation 
impact

11,953,139 Global publications between 2015-19 on Scopus

18% of those publications contain Book citations

16% of Book citations are from Elsevier Books

vs 6.3% Elsevier Scopus book content 
share 



Elsevier’s journal article 
output out of global 

research

We remain committed to delivering research quality significantly above 
the industry average across our entire portfolio

Elsevier’s share of 
journal article citations 

out of total global

* Based on 2018 Elsevier analysis of Scopus data on publishers that contribute >1% of indexed books with publication date 2013-16, not including book series

Average number of 
citations per book – the 
highest in the industry

Elsevier books have the 
highest relative citation 
impact among major 
book publishers in 

Scopus  

2.1*16.526%18%

Předvádějící
Poznámky prezentace
We remain committed to delivering research quality significantly above the industry average across our entire portfolio. This is what we do and I’m going to talk about how we do it but to show you where we are so far. Elsevier publishes 18% of global research output but has 26% of the global journal research citations. The average number of citations for an Elsevier book is a whopping 16.5. This is the highest in the industry. Elsevier also has the highest relative book citation impact among major publishers in Scopus. So we may not have the most books in Scopus but the books we do have are much more highly cited and that’s where our focus is – only publishing the highest quality content that will make the most meaningful impact to science. ------------------And they need to know it is high quality impact



Use Elsevier Online Training Hub to learn more

https://www.elsevier.com/pl-pl/events/elsevier-training-and-demo-webinars

Předvádějící
Poznámky prezentace
Scopus Content



and now something especially for you!



Helena Paczuska

Regional Manager

Eastern Europe, Central Asia

Reference Solutions/ScienceDirect eBooks

h.paczuska@elsevier.com

www.elsevier.com | sciencedirect.com

http://www.elsevier.com/
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